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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

SEPTEMBER 11, 1981

VOLUME XX. NO. 1

ORIENTATION

Big Beginning
For New Year

by Hilary Schmit
one down, 999 to go!) The rest of
DATE: Tues., September 1
PLACE: Various and sundry the moving-in session went extreme
ly well; so smoothly in fact, that for
bedrooms in the vicinity of USD
the first time in USD history, NOT A
TIME: Too early
Eyes cracked open into wee slits in SINGLE PARENT COMPLAINED!!!
response to some of the most un This impressive fact is due to a
forgiving alarms created on this number of factors, not the least
wonderful planet (though it did not notable of which were the aid of the
appear so at the moment) while their Freshman football team (not entirely
disgruntled possessors wondered unselfishly since they were thus
why they were being aroused at such availed of "first pick") and the
an ungodly hour. Through their (believe it or not) genuine smiles on
cotton-filled minds the realization the faces of the O. team.
After the move-in was the "Par
struck like contact with an electric
fence: THE FRESHMEN ARE ents' Welcome and Reception,"
COMING!!! Approximately 80 upon which this columnist is unable
Orientation Team members, R.A.'s, to comment, not having been in
and others involved dove (some vited. Word has it, though, that all
stumbling) from their beds in order displayed signs of content.
Dinner among the students was a
to prepare for the arrival of the over
1000 new freshmen and transfers more complex affair: One freshman,
. . . And so began Orientation seeing "quiche" on the menu,
Week.
promptly requested a "quickly."
Breakfast that morn was an in What he actually received on his
teresting spectacle — light and dark plate is yet to be revealed. Most
blue shirts pervaded the eating area, other exchanges, however, proved
among which were sprinkled the in to be more commonplace.
Next were the traditional general
differently colored ensembles of the
football team. The coffee pot ap meeting at which spoke the ASB
peared to be the most popular atten president, the Associate Dean of
dant at each table, while a number of Students, the Orientation Chairman,
harried food service employees kept the Associate Director of Student
the cafeteria running smoothly. Four Activities, and the Director of
cups of coffee later, each participant Athletics (not necessarily in that
was in place, ready to welcome the order), and the preceptorial
newcomers (with the exception of a meetings where the team leaders ex
couple of girls climbing through the plained the week's schedule, be
Camino Lounge's windows to came acquainted with their res
retrieve some forgotten posters). pective groups, and held a ques
The entry to Founder's Hall bore a tion/answer period. Some of the
vague resemblance to the "Welcome better first questions were: "What're
Tunnel" formed by cheerleaders for the best ways in and out of the girls'
a home football team. As was to be dorms?" "Where's the closest liquor
expected, the first arrival was mobb store?" and "How to we tie up our
ed by over-enthusiastic O-team R.A.?" . . . basic questions which
members. Her name would here be any veteran could answer. Then, of
mentioned; but rumor has it that she :ourse, the new students were herdwas trampled beyond recognition in zd into the square dance, which
the mad rush to assist her. (That's proved, once again, to be a success.
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Clockwise from the top: Sports Day, the Hawaiian Luau and Move-in Day.
Photos by Martha Crosby

(Special thanks are due our patient
callers.)
The second day ran much like
Tuesday — well. Wednesday was
Sports Day and the new students
were forced to, er, "mingle" (and
boy did they mingle!). With such
games as "Amoeba" and "Cater
pillar," during the former, in which
the participants had to wrap
themselves about each other and
the latter in which they had to roll
over each other, many new acquain
tances were established.
That evening was the USD at Sea
World night, consisting of the Killer
Whale show, the Sparklett's Rock
Fantasy show, and a dance. The

featured band was "Touche," the
same group which will be playing at
this year's Homecoming Dance at
the Sheraton. The band received the
approval of the staunchest critics,
the freshmen, and so is expected to
be a resounding success this
November.
Thursday, Sept. 3 was comprised
mainly of college survival skill
seminars and the moving in of
returning students. The highlight
was the Hawaiian Luau & Hypnotist
show with the "Electrifying Chet."
Chet did not seem to have a
remarkable amount of control over
whom he did or did not hypnotise;
but on the whole, the show was

highly amusing. It isn't often that one
sees a staid young man behaving like
a witch doctor, a cheerleader
supporting a grown man on her
waist, a handsome crew stud being
flogged by two small girls for his sup
posed aggressions, or a group of
respected USD students falling all
over themselves to cover their nudi
ty. Yes„ it was definitely amusing.
Friday was Club Day, during
which the various school organiza
tions held open seminars for in
terested students and set up tables in
order to give information and accept
sign-ups. The new class displayed a
lot of promise in that many of the
(Continued on Page 4)
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EDITORIAL

How Far Can USD Go?
by Robert Madden
For several years, rumors have
been increasing about the proposed
growth for the USD campus. In the
letter Dr. Hughes has written, he has
given a detailed explanation of how
expansion is planned and of how the
final task is eventually performed.
However, I, speaking as a student,
would like to know more about the
specifics, such as when the new
business school is expected or the
addition to the library.
The most outstanding points that
President Hughes has brought up
are concerned with the image of the
university. From personal exper
ience, I have seen two fine schools,
one a high school, the other a junior
college, go through expansion too
quickly creating mixed results. In
order to preserve the qualities which
make USD so unique, it will be
essential to follow the prescribed
plans that Dr. Hughes described.
The "Long Range Process" will
hold careful guidelines over the
direction in which USD is headed. In
discussing the University's relation
ship with the broader community,
and even the rest of the country, this
topic is pertinent in the business
sense only. USD must remain com
petitive with schools of similar
background in order to prevent dif
ficulties in attracting students.
Because of the growing popularity of
various majors, especially Computer
Science, USD is obviously being
forced to respond to the demand to
make the School of Business more
complete and appealing to business
majors. The same reasoning must
apply to the adoption of the Theatre
Arts minor and the further develop
ment of the Liberal Arts and Music
program.
As the need for new curriculum
grows, and the school's enrollment
increases, it stands to reason that
student facilities should grow pro
portionately.' This extends beyond
the housing situation. Most are
already only barely adeguate. If the
new DeSales cafeteria hadn't been
created, there definitely would not
have been enough dining facilities. It
is still too early to see if there will still
be any major improvement from its
opening. Last year, the library could
just barely accomodate students dur
ing the peaks of its use. The business
majors at this school account for ap
proximately 40% of the undergrad
uate enrollment, and this number is
increasing. So as enrollment grows,
so does the need for the new

Business School.
Constructing such facilities is a
very different story though. The
complexities involved, expecially the
raising of funds and donations, are
extremely intricate. This is one ex
planation for the missing structures.
But until USD is ready to ap
propriate funds for expansion in the
near future, then the growth of
enrollment must be paced even

more slowly than is currently being
done.
Though the additional revenues
from added students are needed,
there must be a compromise. It's ob
vious USD has to take certain
measures to maintain a high position
in the marketplace of colleges and
universities on the west coast, but
enrollment should not be allowed to
overrun present facilities.

LETTERS

Crying Over
Spilt Beer
Dear Editor,
I really am not a prude or even a
tee-totaler, but 1 absolutely cannot
stand being forced to eat my cafe
teria dinner at the Sports Center on
TG afternoons. I would like to know
why the Food Service staff limits its
service to the Sports Center on such
occasions. I imagine it must be some
excuse like there aren't enough food
workers or it is just too much work.
Actually, all I am asking or sug
gesting is that Food Service consider
having at least one line open in the
main cafeteria on such a day. Beer
isn't one of my favorite things, in fact
the very odor is revolting. But I am

not trying to keep anyone from en
joying putting poisonous liquid in
their systems. All I would appreciate
is the option to enjoy my meal in the
comfort of a room which serves
nothing harder than whole milk and
Tab.
While I'm at it I might as well also
suggest that the new freshmen try to
stagger themselves a bit. Not all of
them need to come to breakfast at 7,
lunch at 11:30 and dinner at 5:30.
There are other options, PLEASE.
Oh, and if the ASB ever considers
serving wine at the TG's, I'd love to
come . . . .
— Linda Wheeler

To the Student Body:
In mid-August I discussed, with members of the Associated Student
Body government, the future of the University and the long-range planning
process. I have been asked to relate some of that conversation to you in this
letter within the context of a broad outline of our long-range planning effort
and how it is pursued here at USD.
It is necessary to understand that we view planning as a function which
operates continously from year-to-year. It is not a single-shot activity which,
once accomplished, can be conveniently forgotten. By "Long-range plan
ning we refer to our look into the future for a period of five to ten years as
opposed to "shorter-range" which involves only the next two or three year
period.
Every year we review the following steps in varying detail dependent
upon our analysis of the need for in-depth study.
First, in order for us to discuss any facet of the University we must assess
the broader community of which we are a part. We examine the higher
education structure, both public and private, within the country, the state,
and our local area. We study demographics, the economy, and such en
vironmental concerns as water, energy and transportation and attempt to
determine the effect each may have upon our campus.
Secondly, once we have determined to the best of our ability what the
future holds for higher education, we try to establish our special role or
identity within the total spectrum of higher education. We examine our
philosophy and purposes as we have viewed them in the past, as we see
them currently and as we foresee them for the future. We reflect upon the
kind of university we want USD to become — we reflect upon the image of
USD as we would like to see it.
The third major element in our planning process focuses upon the
specific kinds of programs we expect in the years immediately ahead. We
examine the new programs to be added, current programming to be ex
panded, and determine where contraction may have to take place. Il
lustrative of our recent interests are the development of a major in Com
puter Sciences, increased offerings in the current Liberal Arts programs in
cluding the development of an interest in Liturgical Music and reactivation
of a Theatre Arts minor, and development of specialized offerings in the
several professional schools.
Programs must then be converted to possible student enrollment, faculty
and staff requirements, and considerations of size of the parts of the Univer
sity and the size of the University as a whole. Initial determinations were for
an undergraduate enrollment, for example, stabilized at an average annual
head count of 3,000 students. The size of the Law School was established
at approximately 1,000 to 1,100, and so on. These numbers are constantly
studied and subject to revision. Using established faculty/student ratios,
enrollments are converted to faculty and staff requirements to support
those enrollments.
Having determined what the potential size and configuration of the in
stitution will be, we then spend considerable time determining the amount
of space required for both academic and non-academic purposes. In addi
tion to the number and sizes of classrooms, laboratories, offices and
meeting rooms,, we must consider recreation facilities such as playing
fields, tennis courts, softball diamonds, and swimming pools. By comparing
to the inventory of current space, we determine alternate uses of current
facilities as well as needed additions.
Faculty, staff, space and operating requirements are converted into
economic terms through a forecast budget for the planning period. Various
assumptions are used which evolve in several segments of planning I have
just described. For example, the rate of inflation, interest rates, and utility
charges must be factored into future operating statements. In looking at the
forecast budget, we make the determination as to whether proposals are
economically feasible, or, in that regard, are simply "pie in the sky."
The time involved in completing the steps I have described is approx
imately one year: as soon as the process is completed, the cycle is begun
again. This year, beginning in September, we will once again re-enter the
process as indicated. Of significance is the view of planning as a dynamic
process. From that process a "plan" evolves; but the plan is not set in con
crete. It must also be dynamic — it must change as the factors influencing
the University's well-being change or at least as our perception of these fac
tors changes as a result of past and present experiences.
As we begin this new year I would like to extend to all of you my warm
and enthusiastic best wishes for a happy and productive year ahead. My
hope is that your experiences here are as pleasant as mine have been.
Sincerely,
Author E. Hughes
President

Parked On
A Hill. . .
Dear Editor,
It is appalling to me that the
University of San Diego can hike its
parking fees from $10 to $20 for
resident students and $25 for com
muters. The reasoning behind this
seems entirely faulty.
Did the university raise the price to
pay for the new parking lot which
was recently built? Well, maybe so.
However, the number of new park
ing spaces misses the mark by far. In
coming freshmen have a large num
ber of vehicles and returning stu
dents and freshmen alike are having
lots of difficulties finding parking
spaces which aren't constantly bat
tered with leaky sprinkler systems,
marked handicapped or otherwise
off limits, and other such hassles.
I'd bet there are only about 175
new parking spaces in the valley and

there must be at least 250 new cars.
Most of the time it's better to just trust
your legs and leave your car where it
is so you don't have to park by the
Sports Center on your return.
To get back to my main gripe, the
fee charged by the university is un
called for. Certainly we pay enough
fees, including tuition, ASB fees, ad
infinitum. The doubled parking fee is
a real rip-off for students and I think
it's a crime for the school to make
money by charging such outrageous
prices for parking permits — permits
which enable people to hunt endless
for a lousy place to park.
Far better would it be to send the
money to the poor in India. Mother
Teresa would probably be quite
thankful.
— Mark Johnson
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Orientation Team

by Anita Wilson & Donna Haff

What do you get when you com
bine one chairman, twelve program
board members, seventy team
members and two administrators?
You get a very disoriented ORIEN
TATION TEAM; from there you
proceed with caution. The reason
being their enviable and "awesome"
(Blomberg you fool) responsibilities
and duties. In May the Program
Board members gathered to
organize and make lists of any and
everything. The team was composed
of all kinds; punkers, listmakers,
jocks, pseudo business majors, and
yes, even RAs. They were chosen
because of their exuberance, in
telligence; and ability to relate to
small groups, cafeteria food, and
lack of summer pay. These
characteristics made them the best
possible candidates for one of the
best causes to hit USD this summer
t - ORIENTATION 81.
Orientation, a cause celebre was
mostly hard work and endurance for
all of its advocates, especially Scott
Brown, Mike DeRoche, Todd
Huckins, Bonnie Kieta, Sally North,
Bob O'Connell, Lupe Samaniego,
Virginia Stehly, Jennifer Treese,
Jessica Watson, Steve Welch, and
the chairman, Eve Blomberg. In the
spirit of true craziness, constant
reprimands of "stop hyping out"
were issued by the "lonely at the
top" crowd in the Student Affairs Of
fice: Tom Cosgrove, Barbara
Schmitz, Karen Reed, and Carolyn
Brennan. What's nice about these
people, the administrators, the Pro
gram Board members, the absolute
chairman, and all of the other team
members, is that no one "bailed"
Tom Cosgrove
Barbara Schmitz
Karen Reed
Carolyn Brennan
Eve Blomberg
Scott Brown
Mike DeRoche
Todd Huckins
Bonnie Kieta
Sally North
Bob O'Connell
Lupe Samaniego
Virginia Stehly
Jennifer Treese
Jessica Watson
Steve Welch
Ann Alberg
Theresa Apodaca
Mary Ann Arena
Denise Bailey
Kelly Barnhill
Steve Barnhill
Andy Basque
Cindy Beezley
Karen Berdan
Don Bonanno
Michele Burgess
Mary Cameron
Dina Capin
Andrea Carnicky
Michael Chirnside
Diane Clark
Deenie Clinton
Todd Cote
Mike Curran
Gena Darfler
Debbie DeGracie
Mary Durka
Mary Durnin
Mary Ensher
Steve Erlinger

and no one passed the buck. The
team worked well together and a few
marriages were announced at the
team party at the conclusion of
Orientation Week.
The question remains: Why
would so many, do so much, for so
little? Outside of qualifying for
"That's incredible," perhaps because
something is always received by giv
ing.
An example of this spirit is
remembered through the Paul Fitzpatrick Memorial Award, presented
to a team member who is "always
cheerful and helpful, who did more
than wets asked, who though not
always the leader was always a con
tribution to the team, the true sense
of the word — contributing. Jennifer
Treese was the recipient this year. As
for the others, who worked together
so well and with such good humor
and perseverance, that to all who
encountered these responsible, wild
and crazy "nuts" was passed on a
spirit of knowing just how good,
bad, crazy, understanding yet con
cerned USD can be. For with "little
sleep, endless work, minimal meals,
midnight meetings, and mass confu
sion they now all qualify to work as a
tour director, public relations agent,
artist, painter, furniture mover,
security guard, casino dealer,
recreation director and general pro
blem solver."
Being the wonderful people they
are, we hereby officially by VISTA
grant — release you this week to
yes, the real world of cafeteria lines,
bookstore lines, add-drop lines, ac
counting lines — Welcome to USD.
Thanks.
Thanks to one and all —
John Fagan
Mitch Folsom
Andy Gagliano
Cathy Galvin
Maureen Gavron
Chris Gualtieri
Donna Haff
Mark Hanson
Magida Jadaa
Roberta Joslin
Jeanne Kennedy
Katy Kiley
Anita Kuykendall
Diane LaHay
Michael Lash
Lauren Ledbetter
Dave Lincoln
Lena Marabella
Gilbert March
Robert Noriega
Kathy Otto
Chris Pascale
Luis Preciado
Maureen Powers
Mark Richardson
Melanie Ross
John Rutledge
Norma Samaniego
Brad Sandstrom
Hilary Schmit
Greg Stocking
Paul Sullivan
Joel Sweimler
Eric Terndrup
Ann Marie Tommey
Guy Webb
Desiree Wharton
Stacey Wilson
Tom Wilson
Ann Winters
Mary Young

Campus Notes

University Mass of the Holy Spirit, in the Immaculata, this Friday
at 12 noon.

Pigskin Kickoff T.G.I The tradition continues at the Sports Center
from 4 to 6 p.m.

U.S.D. Football vs. Redlands at Torero Stadium, Saturday,
September 12th at 7:30 p.m. Watch our boys head to victory.
Student Faculty Forum, "Fun and games at USD: Caps, quarters
and booze," presented by ASB/Sec. of Academics in the Crossroads at 8
p.m., Thurs., September 17th.
Program Board meets every Tuesday at 12 in the Serra Hall Con
ference Room. All are invited.
Spanish Club is meeting September 15th in the meeting room at
12:30.
Model United Nations Club will hold its first meeting on Wednes
day, September 16th at 4 p.m. in F117. All current members and those
interested in joining are welcome.
Special showing of "Private Benjamin" in the Lark at 9 p.m.,
September 16th, Wednesday.

Orientation team relaxes at the Luau along with students new and old.

—
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Exclusive Dining
For Upperclassmen

by Sandy Sanderson
Last years' Faculty Dining Room,
which ceased operations for renova
tion April 1, 1980, re-opened Mon
day, exclusively for upperclassmen
and graduate students. The new
cafeteria is part of a project begun
last spring which also included refur
bishing the President's Dining
Room, the Board Room; and crea
tion of a new faculty serving area.
Many faculty members will now take
their lunch in the Board Room.
Jim Tubb, Food Service Director,
estimates that the University spent
$150,000 for the project. New oncampus housing, increasing the resi
dent population from 1,000 last year
to 1,300 this year, Tubb explained,
necessitated the creation of an addi
tional student dining facility. The
cafeteria in Camino Hall, having a
maximum capacity of 700 students,
was overcrowded last year, he
added.
De Sales' menu is identical to
Camino Cafeteria's. The facility is
designed for students on meal plans.
Non-meal plan students may dine in
the cafeteria too, but these students
must pay an established price for

each meal. According to Jim Tubb,
lunch costs $3.00 and dinner $4.00.
Beginning September 18th, De
Sales Cafeteria will open each Friday
evening as a restaurant. In restaurant
fashion the dining facilities will be
open to all students. Rey Mendoza,
recently hired to manage the new
cafeteria, expressed Food Service's
hopes that students will frequent
their restaurant. The cost of a com
plete dinner will range, Mendoza
said, between $6.50 and $10.50.
Entrees will include steak and prime
rib. Because it is a student facility,
beerv wine, or other alcoholic
beverages can not be served. Jim
Tubb exhibited disenchantment over
this, but policies concerning the con
sumption of alcoholic beverages are
not established by Food Service. As
a compromise, Mendoza intends to
serve some non-alcoholic cocktails.
ASB President Vince Guilin has
reservations about this concept. He
doubts that it will prove successful.
The decision to exclude under
classmen, sophomores and fresh
men, from the new dining room was
initiated by the Expanded Facilities
Committee and finalized by the Stu-

Schmitz Appointed
To Student Affairsby Jessica Watson
The hectic activity of the start of a
new school year brings an onslaught
of new faces, many of them stu
dents. Administrative offices such as
Student Affairs are progressing along
with the growing student body and
adding some new faces of their own.
One of the most recent additions is
the new Assistant Director of Stu
dent Affairs, Barbara Schmitz.
Barbara Schmitz, originally from
White Plains, NY assumes the posi
tion formely held by Carol Holmes
who has moved into a counselor
post with the Admissions office. Ms.
Schmitz
completed
her
undergraduate work at Fairfield
University in Fairfield, Conn.,
achieving a B.A. in Sociology.
Although she led a very active life as
an undergraduate, her decision to
work with students didn't come until
later. After working in a children's
home for three years, Barbara decid
ed that she would rather pursue a
career at the higher education level.
This ideology, coupled with her prior
experience in extracurricular ac
tivities led her to completing her
M.A. in Student/Personnel Ad
ministration at Teacher's College,
Columbia University. Because "a lot
of what can be learned is achieved
through extracurricular activities,"
Barbara wished to work at a position
enabling her to interact and educate
students at a post other than that of a
classroom teacher.
A native Easterner, Ms. Schmitz
longed to return to California after

an initial visit as a child. She loves
the outdoors, mild climate and
closeness of the ocean that are the
integral part of the California
lifestyle. Barbara's acquisition of the
Assistant Director position came by
coincidence or as some would claim,
an act of Fate. During a visit to San
Diego, Barbara decided to drop by
several colleges in the area where
she had sent her resume and in
vestigate the possibilities of career
openings. It was at this time that
Carol Holmes was interviewing for
the opening in the Admissions of
fice. Barbara was granted an inter
view and needless to say, was given
the job.
Barbara's primary goals are to
"learn what her position encom
passes" and to further investigate the
"workings of the school (USD)".
When she is not actively involved
with campus groups such as the
cheerleaders, yearbook staff, Pro
gram Board, or sororities, Barbara
has a wide variety of outside interests
to keep her occupied. These range
from singing, guitar playing,
songwriting, swimming, watching
the sunsets and traveling, to baking,
handcrafts such as calligraphy, and
reading. Barbara also loves walking
along the ocean, old movies (her
favorite is The Wizard of Oz) and cir
cus balloons!
Barbara Schmitz is an enthusiastic
and dedicated individual and an
energetic addition to the University
of San Diego.

dent Senate. A copy of a memoran
dum addressed to Jessica Watson,
AS Secretary of Student Services,
from Tom Cosgrove, Associate
Dean of Students, disclosed that
". . . if crowding is not a problem,
the plan is to consider opening the
facility to Sophomores and/or
Freshmen the following semester
(Spring, 1982)." Jim Tubb questions
whether or not the dining facility can
endure by limiting its useage to up
perclassmen and graduate students.
Currently an underclassman is
allowed to dine in De Sales Cafeteria
only if he or she is the guest of an
upperclassman or graduate student.
This dining room is open only for
lunch and dinnet. Lunch com
mences at 11:30 a.m. and is served
until 1:00 p.m. De Sales Cafeteria is
located in the lower, west end of De
Sales Hall.

Prevention
Urged
The University of San Diego
Department of Safety & Security
welcomes you to a new school year.
The University is similar to a residen
tial community in that we periodical
ly experience various types of
crimes. Our crime rate is relatively
low compared to other Universities.
Although major crimes have been
few and far between, we should
always remain alert to prevent such
an occurrence.
Never walk alone at night or go
jogging by yourself. The first line of
defense against an attack is you, the
student. Always be alert for
suspicious persons and vehicles in
the area. Report such incidents to
Security, (293-4517, 24 hours a
day), immediately. Never assume
the attitude that it is not your
business; this is your community and
your help is vital in keeping it crimefree.
We offer a number of services with
the crime prevention program such
as our Operation I.D. program. This
program can help us find and return
your personal items if they should
happen to be stolen. The process in
volved is minimal; all it takes is about
30 seconds of your time. We willl
engrave your driver's license number
on the item. Just think — 30
seconds at a cost of nothing to pro
tect a $1,000 stereo. The San Diego
Police Department recovers approx
imately 48% of all stolen merchan
dise, but only 10% can be returned
because the owner could not prove
that the item was his.
The main Security Office has, for
your use, displays on proper bicycle,
moped, and motorcycle locks to use
and information where to purchase
them, literature on all aspects of
crime prevention, and its all free. All
you have to do is stop by.
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AS Program Board Events
by Jared Neumeier
I am sure that most of us can recall
the old fabel about the ant and the
grasshopper. You see, the ant work
ed hard all summer in preparation
for the fall and winter when there
would be no food. The grasshoper,
however, did not. Instead he played
around, 'carelessly and innattentively\ When fall came, the grasshopper
withered up and died.
FORTUNATELY, our A S. Pro
gram Board took the path of the ant
and has been preparing, this sum
mer, a wide range of new and
'creative' social activities for us to en
joy this fall, so that we all don't
wither up and die under the severe
mental and emotional tensions of a
semester at USD.
Just as our freshmen are beginn
ing to get over the "fun-packed thrills
and excitement" of orientation

Torero
Pride
by Mark Tunney
While the summer was win
ding down to a close the USD
athletes were strenuously
preparing for an active Fall
semester. The Toreros have
begun their attack on their op
ponents and look forward to a
successful year. The soccer
team opened up their season
last Sunday with an exciting
match against Cal State Northridge, and are readying
themselves for another match
this Thursday at Santa Clara.
The women's volleyball team
is preparing to take on our
cross-town rivals, the Aztecs of
San Diego State University, on
the opponents' court Thursday
at 7:30 pm, followed by a duel
at Long Beach State on Friday.
These athletes have geared up
all summer to entertain us with
exciting matches. Yet one of
the most exciting events of the
year is headed our way this
Saturday night in the Torero
Stadium, as our USD football
team prepares to open its
season against a strong team
and long time arch-rival, the
University of Redlands. The
Toreros have prepared for over
three weeks to start this seaso
off with a mighty battle. They
carry with them as do all USD
athletes - TORERO PRIDE!
To see our fellow students out
there on the gridiron, fighting
for victory is something that we
can all be proud of. A key factor
in the success of this game is the
attendance of our students. In
the stadium, or "Pit" as it is
often called, the students can
make a vital difference in the
game by adding that extra in
centive necessary for victory.
True, it all comes down to how
well our athletes play but we as
students can pick them up on a
low note and push them on
during a strong drive. This idea
carries over into all sports, not
just football. For us, the
students, knowing our athletes
are representing us can give us
a great year of attendance and
packed crowds. If we are effec
tive at being supportive of our
athletes their success is
guaranteed. Pass the word to
friends, family, faculty and each
other — let's all be a part of
TORERO PRIDE!

..X

week, USD's A.S. announces "we
have only just begun!" With the
A.S.'s debt more or less retired com
bined with an increase in the A.S.
fee per student, the A.S. finds itself
with a financial soundness that it has
never before realized.
Today kicks off (literally) only the
beginning of a series of 'theme'
T.G.s! The A.S. has finally given us
something to celebrate besides Fri
day! Today's 'Pigskin Kickoff T.G.
not only kicks off a new semester but
also the new Torero football
season!!! Although our football team
will be introduced at the T.G., it has
been pre-decided that the last 11
students standing after the T.G. will
play tomorrow night against
Redlands.
The next week will bring in such
titles as "Private Benjamin" and a
special Beatles Film Festival, Friday,

November 18.
BUT DONT GO AWAY!!! Sep
tember climaxes as we all throw on
those familiar white bed sheets for a
triple-crown Friday!! It begins with a
"Bacchus Festival" T.G., followed
by the movie we all love (and relate
to), "Animal House," and finally
everybody's favorite, TOGA
STOMP!!!!
The next week sees movies such
as "Kramer vs. Kramer," "Stir
Crazy," and "Gilda Live!" On Oc
tober 9, USD goes Western with a
T.G. named "Outlaw" (after the
average USD student). Activities will
include tobacco spitting, cigarette
rolling, cow chip throwing (get
down!!), greased pig catching and a
Dolly Parton look-alike contest. Mel
Brooks' "Blazing Saddles" will play
that evening followed by a rip-roarin'
hoe-down/stomp!!

Of course, by then it's only a skip
and a hop to the Halloween T.G. &
Stomp. You'd better start working
on your costume early for this one!
Then, to make sure that you sleep
well that night, the movie "Hallo
ween" will show at midnight.
WAIT, THERE'S MORE!!!
The
following
Monday,
November 2, kicks off the greatest
Torero Week in history! The week
begins Monday with the Torero 500
tricycle race. Tuesday is Tacky Tie
Tuesday. On Wednesday we bring
in the donkeys and Thursday is Float
Day! On Friday we all get into
uniform for the Blue/White T.G. in
preparation for the biggest day,
HOMECOMING, November 7!! (Go
team, Go!!!) The theme this year is
from Elton John's song, "Friends;"
"Touche" will again be the band.
Let us not forget our Oxfam

Blondie: Music Will
Wake Up The 1980s
"I think music is going to become
less of a tranquilizer for the masses
and become more of a message car
rier like it was in the 1960s," James
Destri, keyboard man of the rock
group Blondie, predicts.
Blondie drummer Clement Burke
compares it "to a record playing over
and over. I mean it's cyclical and the
same sound is heard again and
again."
Destri and Burke explained the
cycles in an interview with the
"Erlanger Rock Classics To Come"
radio series, sponsored by Jos.
Schlitz Brewing Company.
"The '80s are the '60s all oven
again. We have a conservative
regime in office again, and youth is
going to wake up again," Destri says.
Destri explains this return to the
'60s as part of a never-ending cycle.
He describes this unique evolution
that he believes will take place in the
next 10 years.
"Music is going to have a very
strong influence again," he said.
"The leading artists coming out of
this new wave genre are going to
start making music that 13 and
14-year-old kids will live to.
"Music will become a philosophy
again as it did in the '60s."
Burke also sees a repetition in the
sound.
"The thing that's happening to
music now is the black influence," he
says. "The mixture of black and elec
tronic meeting somewhere in the
middle is what we'll continue to hear
for the next few years."
In fact, Destri and Burke say that
Blondie's roots are black.
"I don't think there would have
been a Blondie if there wasn't a
Supremes or a Motown sound,"
Destri says.
"Obviously, the Blondie sound
has changed, but I think that was
necessary because of the imitators or
emulators," Burke adds. "There was
a tremendous backlash in new wave
music and, instead of people trying
to be original, they're trying to copy
what is proven hitwise."
He sees Blondie as "A truemelting pot group in that we
assimilate various styles and incor
porate them into the Blondie
sound."
But Blondie has never been a
typical rock band. The band has had
an identity crisis of sorts because
former Playboy model and lead
vocalist Deborah Harry is generally
considered to be Blondie.
"Would the Rolling Stones have
been any less a band if they were
called The Big Lips, which is Mick
Jagger's biggest trait?" Destri
wonders in reply to questions about

the effect of the confusion.
"Everything has worked out for
Blondie as we had pictured in our
wildest fantasies," Burke says. "We
were prepared for what's happened
over the past five years, so we took
for granted how popular Debbie
would become."
"In fact," Destri asserted, "Debbie
became such a label that we were in
stantly recognized."
Destri contends that the attention
Debbie Harry got helped not only
the band's popularity, but the other
band members' private lives.
"I can go outside my house, which
is as big as Debbie's, and play
around and nobody bothers me,"
Destri says. "But Debbie can't even
leaver her house sometimes because
someone will always be there. So we
accept everything that's happened."
What has happened is success
after success and the group's expan
sion into movies ("Union City Clue"
and "Roadie"), and the sound track

for the movie "American Gigolo."
The title song from that movie, "Call
Me," was Billboard magazine's
number one single of 1980.
- " 'American Gigolo' was a bit step
for us, and came at a time when we
needed it," Burke says, "We hope to
do more with movies in the future,
perhaps the life story of the band."
The expanding horizons of Blon
die have caused the group to
become, like most groups, a tightlyrun business.
"I can wake up in the morning and
say I'm a songwriter and keyboard
player or say I'm treasurer of this
corporation and ask myself which I
am going to be today. It's all very
weird."
"Blondie exists as a corporation
now, not just a rock and roll band
playing purely for fun in the streets
on Saturday night," Destfi says.
"We're all share holders with
securities and the whole thing."

Gala Ptemiere
At Old Globe
Actress Tovah Feldshuh departs
from her current classical roles on
the Old Globe Theatre's Festival
Stage to create a variety of contem
porary characters in her one-woman
show "A Touch of Tovah."
Performances of the 'rush-hour
revue" will be staged at 6 p.m.,
September 11 through 20 at the
Cassius Carter Centre Stage in
Balboa Park. Public previews are
September 9 and 10.
Comedy and dramatic sketches
will be included with musical and
dance sequences in "A Touch of
Tovah." Among the characters to be
created include Tammy Fletcher, the
quintessential television star; Burt,
the body builder; Doris, the dieti
cian; Evelyn, the elocutionist;
Madame Violetta, the singing
teacher; and Dr. Magenta, the
therapist.
Additional characters include a
four year old tot making her singing
debut and an elderly grandmother
warning of the vices of the stage.
Old Globe Theatre artistic direc
tor Jack O'Brien is staging "A Touch
of Tovah" with David Friedman,
musical director; Rick Mitz, writer;
Rick Atwell, choreographer; Mark
Donnelly, set designer; Jan
Blankenship, costume designer;
Kent Dorsey, lighting designer; and
John Light, stage manager.
Feldshuh is performing "A Touch
of Tovah" to benefit the Festival

Scholarship Fund. She is honorary
chairman for the 1981 fund drive to
provide financial aid for the 18 n onEquity actors and 30 theatre techni
cians required during the Festival.
The 6 p.m. curtain time is
necessary to enable Feldshuh to
change costume and make-up for
her current roles on the adjacent
Festival Stage. In repertory she is
performing the leading female roles
of the pure-minded Catholic
novitiate struggling to save her
brother from execution in "Measure
for Measure" and the naive, spirited
young wife experiencing 17th cen
tury London social manners and
morals in "The Country Wife."
Festival patrons are encouraged to
picnic supper after "A Touch of
Tovah" prior to attending "Measure
for Measure" or "The Country
Wife." The current 32nd San Diego
National Shakespeare Festival con
tinues through October 4 at the
Simon Edison Centre for the Per
forming Arts.
Last summer for the Old Globe
Theatre Feldshuh portrayed Juliet in
"Romeo and Juliet" and Luzzeeta in
"Two Gentlemen of Verona."
Tickets for all performances of "A
Touch of Tovah" are available at the
Old Globe Theatre box office in
Balboa Park or by telephone
239-2255. Hours: Tuesday through
Saturday, 9:30 am to 9:30 pm;
Sunday, Noon to 9 pm; Monday,
9:30 am to 6 pm.

celebration, November 16-20 which
culminates into another T.G. fiasco
on the 20th, appropriately named
"Food For Thought."
After we reluctantly return from a
Thanksgiving break in early
December, Film Forum presents its
final movie, "The Four Seasons,"
FINALLY, for all us homesick nor
therners, snow, yes real honest to
goodness frozen wet snow, will be
shipped in for our final T.G.,
"Winter Carnival" on December 4!!!!
What a year!!!!
One final note: this only includes
general social events and some film
forum activities. In addition, expect
one major concert, many interesting
on-campus speakers, and a plethoria of plays, cultural activities, and
academic opportunities to keep you
from withering away this fall
. . . like a grasshopper.

Orientation
(Continued from Page 1)
students attended the different
meetings and gave careful con
sideration as to the groups they
would like to join. (Note to upperclassmen — We have an en
thusiastic bunch here. Let's not
waste them!) "Night on the Riviera,"
alias "Casino Night," was held at
8:00 that eve. While once again it
could be counted a success, a few
difficulties nearly marred the even
ing. First of all, the band, the
"Breakers" arrived fifteen minutes
late and didn't actually commence
playing until 9:30. A strip-tease
show was presented by "Desiree and
the Hotbox Dancers," (courageous
girls, non?) serving to warm those
watching in the chill night air. (Just
as well, since the audience had dif
ficulties warming up during their
own dancing due to the "Breakers' "
long and frequent breaks — hence
the name.)
Saturday rolled around as the sort
of day where everyone was left to
his own devices. Shuttles to
various shopping centers were pro
vided, but most took advantage of
the day as an opportunity to finish
last minute business or to go to the
beach. Saturday was also the date of
a USD/ Arizona scrimmage, at
which USD made a spectacular
showing. The comedians at Comedy
Night also received very good
reviews; however, the partying
temptation was just too great for the
majority of the students, who could
be located . . . "socializing" with
long lost friends at or around cam
pus.
The main event on Sunday was
the Padre game against the Pitts
burgh Pirates. A block of seats was
purchased and sold to USD students
at nearly half price. The fact that the
Padres lost did little to affect the
general enjoyment of the day.
The final highlight of the week
took place in the form of the "Labor
Day Olympics" on September 7. In
volving somewhat more serious
events than those of Sports Day, the
Olympics were participated in by
new and returning students alike.
Granted, most residents had little
choice but to attend since brunch
took the form of a Sports Center
Barbeque. No one, though, really
seemed to mind.
Although this is only a brief ac
count of the week's goings-on, it
should be apparent that Orientation
was a great success. Special thanks
are due to Eve Blomberg, Barbara
Schmitz, Tom Cosgrove, the Fresh
man football team, and Phi Kappa
Theta, who so kindly provided
transportation. Finally, WELCOME
again to the newcomers; and to the
returning students: WELCOME
BACK!!!
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COME SEE THE
TOREROS
IN ACTION!

BEATLES
FILM FESTIVAL

Sept 12 — Redlands * •
Sept. 19 —Claremont-Mudd
Sept. 26 — Pomona-Pitzer •
Oct. 3 —Occidental * •
Oct. 10 —Whittier •
Oct 17 —LaVerne * •
Oct 24 —Azusa-Pacific * •
Oct 31 — U of San
Francisco * •
Nov 7 —Chapman •
Nov. 14 —St. Mary's
* home game
• Homecoming
• night game

Sports Center
3-5 p.m.
September 25
ASB/FILM
FORUM
PRESENT
"ANIMAL HOUSE"
Camino Theater, 7 p.m.

September 18
Camino Theater
8 p.m.
$1.50 USD/$2.50 public

I

SUN.

"BACCHUS
FESTIVAL" TC

TOGA DANCE
More Hall, 7 p.m.

SEPTEMBER

MON.

TUES.
1

WED.

THURS.

FRI.

SAT.

2

3

4

5

ORIENTATION (thru 9/5)

ORIENTATION

ORIENTATION

ORIENTATION

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.

ORIENTATION
Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.
Freshman
Yearbook
Pictures; watch for
details!

BSU Reception for new
and returning students,
1130 am.-12:30 p.m
BSU Room

Club Day, in front of
Cafe, 9 a m -12 30 p.m.

Comedy Shop in Lark, 9
p m , watch for details!

USD Soccer vs
LA
State. 3 30 p m at USD
*

Happy Belated
Mike Bush!!!

ASB/Orientation Team
present:
CASINO
NIGHT — enjoy an
evening of dancing, fun,
and entertainment for
only $1 00 8-12 pm.,
More Hall

B-Day,

6

7

8

9

10

Padre Baseball Came,
$3 00, buses leave
Camino beginning at
11:30 a m

LABOR DAV

FALL CLASSES BEGIN

Labor Day Olympics,
class team competition 9
a m -3 p.m., lunch at 11
a.m.. Sports Center

WELCOME BACK
AND GOOD LUCK!!*

CALIFORNIA
ADMISSION DAY

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 p.m.
lunior Yearbook Picture
Day, watch for details
ASB Senate meeting,
DeSales 209, 11:15 a m ,
all are welcome!"
Accounting Society, 1st
meeting, School of
Business 120, 12:15 p.m.
Soccer vs Santa Clara at
Santa Clara. 7:30 p.m.
Women's Volleyball vs
SDSU at SDSU, 7:30 p.m

Women's Volleyball at
Long Beach State, 7:30
p.m.

17

18

19

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 and 5 p.m.

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 p.m.

Senate meeting, DeSales
209,11:15 a m , everyone
invited!

Women's Volleyball vs
L A State at USD, 7:30
pm

Cross Country at Las
Vegas Invitational Tour
ney, time TBA

ASB/Sec. of Academics
presents: Student Faculty
Forum, 8pm
in
Crossroads, free! Watch
for details

Beatles Film Festival,
Camino Theater. 8pm,
$1 50 USD/52 50 public

Soccer vs Cal State
Northridge at USD, 1
p.m
Mass in Founders, 7 p.m.
ASB/Film Forum present:
"Blues
Brothers,"
Camino Theater, 8:30
pm

13
T/s easy enough to be
pleasant,
when life flows along
like a song;
but the man worth while
is the one who will smile
when everything goes
dead wrong.
— Ella Wheeler Wilcox
"Worth While"

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.
ASB/Film
presents:
Brothers,"
Theater, 8 p.m

Forum
"Blues
Camino

14
Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 and 5 p.m.
Senior Portraits begin
(ends approximately Oct.
20), watch for details

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 p.m.
Program Board, 12:30
p.m , Serra Hall Confer
ence Room, all welcome!

15
ELECTION DAY!
Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 p.m.
Program Board meeting,
12.30 p m , Serra Hall
Conference Room, all
invited!

Spanish Club meeting,
Spanish Club meeting
room, 12 30 p m

Sign-ups for committees
after Mass in the patio

Sophomore Yearbook
Picture Day, watch for
details
I.C.C. meeting, 12 15 p.m

("Cheer up, the worst is
yet to come"— Philander
lohnson)

Commuter Club meeting,
12 noon, Founders
Lounge, all are welcome!

Mass in Founders, 7 p.m.

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 and 5 p.m.

16
Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 and 5 p.m.
Spanish Club Bake Sale,
10 a m in front of Serra
Commuter Club Beach
Party, 11 a m -6 p.m . So
Mission near Jetty, all are
welcome!
Noontime Concert, 12 15
p.m , French Parlor, free
I.C.C. meeting, 12:15 p.m

11

12

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.
Makeups for
Picture Day

Yearbook

University Mass of the
Holy Spirit, Immaculata,
12 noon
"Pigskin Kickoff" TG at
Sports Center. 4-6 p m ,
50' (Cafe closed, dinner
served)

Soccer vs Dominguez
Hills at USD, 8 p m
Hump Day Special, Lark,
"Private Benjamin," 9
p.m

22

23

24

25

1ST DAY OF AUTUMN

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 and 5 p.m.

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.
and 12:15 p.m.

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 p.m.

Noontime Concert, 12:15,
French Parlor, free

ASB Senate meeting,
DeSales 209, 11:15 a m ,
all are welcome!

Soccer vs Mesa at Mesa,
3 p.m.

1. Dwight Eisenhower
2. Cerald Ford
3. Kris Kristofferson
4 Richard Nixon
5. Frederic Remington

Commuter Club meeting,
12 noon. Founders
Lounge
Program Board meeting,
Serra Hall Conference
Room, 12:30 p.m., all are
invited1

(' taken from "The Book
of Lists No. 2" by Irving
Wallace, et at)

Spanish Club presents:
Ramon ) Sender, 12:30
p.m.

I.C.C. meeting,
p m , place TBA

12:15

Sophomore
class
meeting, 1 p.m., watch
for details
Soccer vs. So Calif Col
lege at USD, 3:30 p.m.

Steve Welch's Birthday

Women's Volleyball vs.
English University nat'l
team, 7:30 p.m.

Accounting Society
presents an interview
workshop featuring Jill
Neal of Arthur Anderson
& Co., 12:15 p.m.. School
of Business rm 120

Beta Alpha Psi Accoun
ting Society Honor
Fraternity Chapter Instal
lation Initiation, 6:30
p.m.. Holiday Inn Embarcadero
"Bacchus* Festival" TG.
3-5 p.m.. Sports Center
ASB/Film Forum present:
"Animal House," Camino
. Theater, 7 p.m.

27

28

29

30

Toga Dance in More Hall,
9 p.m.

Atcala Trio Concert,
Camino Theater, 4 p.m.,
USD/Sr Citizens $1 50,
$3.50 other

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 and 5 p.m.

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 p.m.

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 and 5 p.m.

(' Cod

Soccer vs Cal State Long
Beach at CSLB, 4 p m

Spanish Club meeting,
12 30 p.m., Spanish Club
meeting room

Spanish Club Bake Sale,
10 a.m. in front of Serra

Mfss in Founders, 7 p.m.
Signups for 1st Retreat
after Mass

ASB/Sec. of Academics
present: Law Career
Forum, 8 p m.. Moot
Court
Room
(Law
School), free

Program Board meeting,
12:30 p.m., Serra Hall
Conference Room, all in
vited!
Women's Volleyball vs.
Loyola at Loyola, 7 p.m.
Penance
Service,
Founders Chapel, 7:30
p.m.

I.C.C. meeting,
a.m., place TBA

11:15

Commuter Club meeting,
11:15 a m.. Founders
Lounge
Noontime Concert, 12:15
p.m., French Parlor, free!
Hump Day Special in the
Lark, "Stir Crazy," 9 p.m.

Inter-Cultural
Club
presents a barbeque, at
Sports Center, 5 p.m
USD
Football
vs
Redlands at USD, 7.30
p.m

Biology Club picnic, 11
a m , place TBA
Soccer vs Biola at USD.
1 pm
Football vs ClaremontMudd, at ClaremontMudd. 1.30 p.m.

26

21
Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 and 5 p.m.

Mass in Founders, 7 a.m.,
12:15 p.m.

Mass in Founders, 4:30
p.m.

Philosophy Honors Club
Dance! Watch for details

20

LAST DAY TO
ENROLL IN CLASSES

Soccer vs. Stanford at
Stanford, 1 p.m.

Mass in Founders, 4:30
p.m.

Mass in Founders, 7 p.m.
5 Football Players who
became more famous in
other fields:'

Cross Country Tourney at
Cal Lutheran, time TBA

hint!)

of

wine —hint,

Cross Country at USD vs
UCSD and Point Loma,
time TBA
AMA/Accounting Society
present: Membership
Drive, old and new mem
bers welcome, 1 p.m..
watch for details!
PomonaFootball vs
Pitzer at Pomona, 7:30
p.m.
Mass in Founders, 4:30
p.m.
ASB/BSU Dance, Student
Union, 9 p m -2 a m . $3
public/$1 USD
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Proposed ASB Budgets

Student Employment Center
Offers Job Opportunities

by Dan Smith
The 1981 Fall Semester
Associated Student budget of ap
proximately $84,000 is being sub
mitted next week to the Senate for
approval. The budgets were derived
from proposals submitted by each
ASB officer or director. The net
budgets are based on the fall
semester expenses less any an
ticipated revenue. The graph above
presents a percentage breakdown of
proposals for each ASB affiliate The
largest portion of the budget.
General Social, provides funding for
student events such as Homecoming
and a trip to Magic Mountain.
The Bull Pen provides activities
ranging from presentations of video
movies to the viewing of televised
sports specials to such events as
Games Night.
The Lark plans many activities
such as dances and special events,
most of which are held in the Stu
dent Union.
The Inter-Club Council (I.C.C.) is
composed of a representative from
each A.S. recognized club or
organization. It serves as a com
munication link between the various
clubs and between the associated

M M U » 9 I 6 M 0 B « O » I 0 U «
>

Community Services
Student Services
Evaluations
Public Relations
Presidential Budget
Academics
Bull Pen
Reserve

.5%
1.%
1%
1 %
1.2%
1.4%
1.8%
2.%
2.4%

Communications
ARGSB
Senators
Athletics
Orientation
Film Forum
Yearbook
ICC
Vista
,
Special Events
Cultural Arts
Lark
TGIF
Speakers Bureau
Operations
General Social

1
a

•
a

•
•
•
•

2.4% •i
2.7% Hi
3.5% ••a
3.6% BHB
3.7% HH
4.6%
4.8%
5.9% •HBBHBI
6%
•BMMBH
6%
6.3%
6.8%
8.7%
8.8%
14.%

••••

students.
The Reserve account is to protect

against the occurence of overspend
ing the student funds. This account
is used in unusual circumstances or
at the end of the semester when fun
ding projections can be accurately
forecast.
ARGSB, or the Academic Re
search Grants Student Board, uses
its funding for student directed
research in a variety of academic
fields.
If there are any questions, please
feel free to express your opinion at
Thursday's Senate meeting at 11:05
in DeSales 209.

The purpose of the Student
Employment Center is to place USD
students in part-time positions
throughout San Diego. Jobs that are
currently available are posted on the
job boards, located right outside of
the center, Room 320, of Serra Hall.
We locate and develop jobs for
students in several ways:
1) Employers call us directly — this is
occuring more and more frequently
as our existence and reputation in
the community become established.
2) We also elicit job opportunities
from local employers by direct mail
ings and actual person-to-person
contacts by the coordinator.
3) Students inform us of positions
that are open where they work; or
notify us when they are changing
jobs so that a USD student has an
opportunity to fill their old position.
4) Newspaper leads are followed up.
Sometimes one full-time position
that would be difficult for a student
to fill can be converted to two parttime positions.
5) We have established a com
munications link with UCSD and
SDSU as well as many state and
local agencies; and the Rotary Club
and other service organizations are
contacted and our service explained
to their members. We are also active
in professional associations so that
our visibility is heightened.
6) Follow-up mailings directed to
employers who have used the Stu
dent Employment Center service in
the past serve to 'jog' memories and
generate new job listings.
Our reputation for supplying local
business with dependable, well-

qualified and enthusiastic students is
growing. Employers are explaining
and recommending the service we
provide to their associates. The
credit goes to YOU, the student, for
the professional manner in which
you contact and follow up the refer
rals provided by the Student
Employment Center. Thank you.
The Student Employment Center
is open from 9-5. Drop by the office
and discuss your employment needs
and our procedures with Mary Ster
ling. Keep an eye on the job board
frequently as jobs are continuously
updated and revised.
The following are some of the cur
rent openings available:
"500 Teller — Would be working at
bank doing teller work. Applicants
should have 1 year heavy oash
handling experience or 6 months
teller experience. Should type 30
wpm, 10 key by sight. Hours are
flexible. Salary is approximately
$700/month.
*2100 Gallery Sales — Part-time
gallery sales in a folk, print and craft
gallery. Need someone enthusiastic
and outgoing. Salary and commis
sion.
*1815 Teacher's Aide — Assisting
teacher with students in math lab.
Prefer a math major. Should have
experience working with computers
and be interested in high school
students. $4.10/hr. M-F 4-5
hrs./day.
*1820 Clerical — Working in ad
ministrative office, general clerical
work. Should type at least 40 wpm
and have good communication
skills. Hours: M-F 12-4. $4.10/hr.

PACIFIC OA
New students play "People Carrier" on Sports Day.
Photo by Martha Crosby

First ASB /Cultural Arts Event of the Year

"Pirates of Penzance"
Wednesday, September 16
Ahmanson Theatre, Los Angeles

Area's Hottest & Newest
Electronic Games!

This Coupon good for 2 Free plays
Pacman
Defender
Scramble
Gor F

Battle Zone
Phoenix
Missile Command
Galaxian

Free Popcorn with any play
4475 Mission Blvd. Crystal Pier Emporium
1 Coupon Per Customer

$20.00 Discount Tickets include $25 Orchestra Seat,
Transportation, Dinner
Bus leaves Wednesday from Founders at 5:00 p.m.
Tickets are on sale in the ASB Box Office

LOW MONTHLY RENTAL PAYMENTS
48-72 HOUR DELIVERY
100% OPTION TO BUY
WIDE SELECTION OF STYLES AND FABRICS
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

'Per Month, minimum rental requirements apply.

!••••• STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON ••••

OFF

~

nside
>wns St
0711

ON FURNITURE RENTAL
WITH THIS COUPON

Limit One Coupon per Student • Good thru Oct, 1981
Does not apply to already discounted packages

San Diego
6195 University Ave.

San Diego/Kearny Mesa
4646 Convoy St.

582-2981
Mon 9-8. Tue -Sar 9-5 30 pm

292-6057

CORT sells Rental Return Furniture at 6157 University Ave. / 286-5914
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STUDENT/FACULTY FORUM
Well the time is with us again —
new classes, new places, and most
of all — new activities. USD contains
many special "college" things, from
dorm rooms and the horrible "cafe
teria" food to football and
Sorority/Fraternity groups.
During the first month back there
is a lot to experience and try. Each
one of you — old, new, returning
and transfer — is invited to go
through RUSH. The details are
available at the Student Affairs Office

(Sena 200).
RUSH, for those of you not sure,
is a time to meet the GREEK mem
bers, ask questions and explore this
important and lasting part of college
life. The GREEK system at USD is
growing and you are encouraged to
join the sorority and fraternity
groups in their growth.
This campus has three National
Greek Groups: Alpha Delta Pi, Zeta
Tau Alpha and Phi Kappa Theta.
The first two are women's groups

The Phi Kappa Theta
Fraternity
Welcomes all newcomers and
returning students. Watch for our
Fall Semester Rush program — it
could mean a lot to your future.
BANKOF AMERICA

AVEXT,IUANTTO
SHOW MYCRATJ TOPE
8AN<°TAMERKAS
yL* /Wir/ALI/YC"SERVICE.
Sr-rz IT'S THEchecking
/ v < SERVICEI QUALIFIED
f N-y FORTWTHETFEPME
V*y ESTABLISH CREPrT
W\ 8EG/WN'/NCr IN MY
\
SOPHOMORE TEAR.

and the last is for men. They get
together regularly and participate in
such activities as Oxfam (the campus
service project) and social functions.
The groups are also active on cam
pus helping in a variety of offices and
functions.
Each group has a very unique
character but all strive toward similar
goals: togetherness (sisterhood or
brotherhood), Scholarship and
rounding out the individual in other
numerous ways.
The smallness of each Greek
group allows for the individual to
play a significant role. It also allows
each member to more fully know the
rest. Those who are a part of those
organizations know that there is
something special in the concept and
the group which is much different
from their expectations — so much
more!
You are again invited to visit with
each group during this next week of
RUSH parties — which promises to
be a memorable as well as enjoyable
occasion and experience the feeling.
"GO GREEK!!"

/MOM, PAP,
F&FE5SOR5,ANV
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i FRES/PENT, Z \NfSH
1
-TO THANK THE
FOLLOWING EXP HELRNG
/HE SET 7HROOQ H
COLLEGE" .

INITIALISE SERVICE GAVE ME

OVEROHAFT PROTECTION, LETYE
CPUAU FY SOONER FOR A BANKAMERTCARD
V/sA^ANP GAVE ME THE COURTESY
CHECK GUARANTEE CARP, TOO .

I WANTTO THANK MY
MOM and vaq, TOO.

Fun And Games
by Laura Stanley

In keeping with the objectives of
the Student/Faculty Forum, to facili
tate the interaction of ideas between
students and faculty members on
topics of current interest to students,
the first forum will focus on issues
related to drinking. This is a topic of
particular concern to students of
USD. Surveys indicate that more
than 90% of the students drink; and
national statistics show that people
drink more during their college years
than at any other time.
Dr. Patty Pearson, Professor of
Nursing, and Gaye Soroka, campus
coordinator of the ADE Alliance
(Alcohol and Drug Education
Alliance), will participate in the
discussion. The forum will also
feature the expertise of Dr. Gerado
M. Gonzalez who is the Director of
the Alcohol Information Center at
the University of Florida. He is also
the founder and president of Bac
chus, a nationwide alcohol educa
tion program. Dr. Gonzalez and
Bacchus have received national
recognition from a number of

IWANT TOTHANK THE SUNK OF
AMERICA VERSACELlER~AFTVMArtp
teller MACHINE oWiasry FIRST
STRESr. AMP THANK YOU 0oFA,
FOE VOURFReE CCTTSOMEU
/NFoRMAVOMti£PoRrS~£5P£C/AAlY
THE REPO/CT OAS HCW TO
BAL ANCET yoae eHECKaoowYY

ALL /NAIL, THERE ARESOMAN!HELPFUL
OXMSJIENTLOCATIONS ANPSERTC^S,

/TP/OLTJ)7AKELEW6ER THAN PVE
AFTERNOON RC>7?MK13ANK<*TM£/ZREA
FOR ALL THESE EXAMPLES OF MONEY
CONVENIENCE, THEREFORE, Z OFFER
OWE 316 'THANK you' TO
BANK OF A MERICA f
„ -a

AWNh/, MAZY - HE 5H0UU?NT hate

Ban*, of America NT&SA • Member FDIC

sources including Dr. Ernest Noble,
former Director of the National In
stitute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism, who endorsed the pro
gram as a model for higher institu
tions. The program first appeared in
a special segment of the the NBC
Nightly News and has been pro
moted on National television as part
of the public service campaign of the
NFL during the 1979 and 1980
seasons.
"Fun and Games at USD: Caps,
Quarters and Booze" will not be
limited to problem drinking at USD,
but will touch upon many other rele
vant issues brought up in discussion
by both faculty and students. Some
of these issues may include the
drinking age; differing standards and
values for drinking between sexes;
cultures and religions; handling
hangovers and whatever you are in
terested in either sharing or teaming
from the forum which will be on next
Thursday night, Sept. 17, at 8 p.m.
in the Mission Crossroads.

New
Faculty
Appointed
In order to meet the demands of
the ever-increasing student body,
the University has found it necessary
to likewise increase the faculty staff.
There are nine new appointments to
the College of Arts and Sciences,
seven to the School of Business Ad
ministration and one to the School
of Education.
New full-time faculty appoint
ments for 1981-82 are as follows:
College of Arts and Sciences: Mr.
Timothy Bartel, Instructor in
Philosophy; Dr. Patrick Drinan, Pro
fessor of Political Science and
Department Chair; Mr. Timothy Erwin, Instructor in English; Dr. James
Gump, Assistant Professor of
History; Dr. Gary Jones, Assistant
Professor of Philosophy; Fr. Ronald
Pachence, Associate Professor of
Religious Studies; Dr. Virginia
Stover, Assistant Professor of
Mathematics; Sr. Kathleen Sullivan,
Visiting Associate Professor of
Mathematics; Dr. Gerdi Weidner,
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Psychology.
School of Business Administration:
Dr. Joan Anderson, Assistant Pro
fessor of Economics; Dr. David Burt,
Associate Professor of Marketing;
Dr. Jerry Ferry, Assistant Professor
of Accounting (coming in January,
1982); Dr. Johanna Hunsaker,
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Business Administration; Dr. Wayne
Label, Associate Professor of
Business Administration; Dr. David
Light, Assistant Professor of
Business Administration; Dr. Dirk
Yandell, Assistant Professor of
Business Administration.
School of Education:
Dr. William Fostor, Assistant Pro
fessor.

SPORTS MINDER
SOCCER
Wed. Sept. 16
Sat. Sept. 19
Wed. Sept 23
Fri. Sept 25
Mon Sept 28

vs. DOMINGUEZ HILLS
vs. BIOLA
vs. SO. CALIF COLLEGE
at MESA COLLEGE
at CAL STATE LONG BEACH

Fri. Sept. 11
Fri. Sept 18
Wed. Sept 23
Tues. Sept. 29

at LONG BEACH STATE
vs. LA STATE
vs. ENGLISH UNIV. NATL TEAM
at LOYOLA

Sat. Sept. 12
Sat. Sept. 19
Sat. Sept. 26

vs. REDLANDS
at CLAREMONT/HARVEY MUDD
at POMONA

Sat. Sept. 12
Sat. Sept. 19
Sat. Sept. 26

Tourney at CAL LUTHERAN
at LAS VEGAS INTERNATL TOURNEY
UCSD at POINT LOMA

8 PM
1 PM
3:30 PM
3 PM
4 PM

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7 PM

FOOTBALL
7:30 PM
1:30 PM
7:30 PM

CROSS COUNTRY
Left to right: Jennifer Brae, Yolanda Ortiz, Yvonne Cote, Angela Ashford, Jenny Scott, Terri Henzerling and
Tina Jacobson.
Photo by Michael Fowlkes

Cheerleaders Excite Crowd

Cheerleading at USD was virtually
non-existent two years ago. Now
seven very dedicated individuals,
Angela Ashford, Jennifer Brae,
Yvonne Cote, Terri Henzerling,
Tina Jacobson, Yolanda Ortiz and
Jenny Scott for USD's pep squad.
The squad has incorporated "Bet
ter Than Ever" as their theme for this
year. Not only do they as a squad
plan to be the best yet but they want

the spirit at USD to be the highest
ever. The squad went to camp in
Santa Barbara over the summer and
have come up with many new ideas
and skills necessary to implement
their plans. The squad is working
closely with the Spirit Company and
Pep Band in planning activities and
promoting spirit for the football
games.
The USD football field which is set
down in a valley has been named

' * 'Don't Forget The "PIGSKIN KICKOFF" * *
xn ~ * c

"The Pit," The crowd is closer to the
field than most other school's. With
everyone cheering, the team will
know that the school is behind them,
thus creating a home team advan
tage. None of this can be ac
complished without this support
from the student body. YOU are the
key to both the team's and the
cheerleader's success, so come out
and help root the team on at all the
games this year!!!
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OFF ART SALE!
OR THE ART STUDENT'S SURVIVAL GUIDE.

DRAFTING
LAMPS

20-50%

OFF SUNDRIES

STANDARD ORANGE, BROWN

lUB
'XX0 UTTl£

|j ^ BURGUNDY, YELLOW

From now through Saturday,
October 3rd, all art supplies (except
cut goods, Paasche equipment and
custom picture framing) are on sale at
Frazee's for a substantial 20% savings.
In addition, selected items have been
marked down a whopping 20 to 50%

;

REG.*29 95 SAVE 47%

DELUXE

*19.95

100 WATT
REG. $39.95
SAVE 50%

DRAWING
TABLES

ATNfT^
U7CK.

REGULAR *129.50
//•7J SAVE 23%
31"x 42"

7^.ON
^
UCOK.

Mummed
nwjiwe.

on

,

XHE£

REGULAR *74.50
SAVE 25%

13" x 6" x 5Ye" (1 TRAY)
OF

131/e" x 6Ye" x 7" (2 TRAYS)
#

REGULAR *13.49
SAVE 41%

REGULARS5.99
SAVE 38%

*44.95

PROFESSIONAL
MECHANICAL
DRAWING PENS

CHUIA VISTA

KEARNY MESA

OCEANSIDE

895 Third Ave
429-8331

4802 Convoy
279-5533

1793 Downs St
757-7610

DOWNTOWN

LA JOLLA

PACIFIC BEACH

1760 5th Ave
232-8147

1033 Silverado
454-0729

980 Hornblend
483-0650

EL CAJON BLVD

MIRAMAR

POWAY

33rd & El Cajon Blvd
280-5290

6625 Miramar Rd
453-6260

12511 Poway Rd
486 0671

ESCONDIDO

MISSION VALLEY

SAN ySIDRO

615 N Escondido Blvd
745-1234

5448 Mission Center Rd
297 4242

4545 Camino De La Plaza
428-6151

GROSSMONT

5349 Jackson Or
460-7710

13Ye" x 6Ye" x 7" (3 TRAYS)

$0 O K

8 PEN SET

REGULAR *59.50
SAVE 24%

ART BOXES
AE REGULAR *7.99
SAVE 38%

REGULAR *36.50
SAVE 40%

y^WUO

24"x 36"

$>|

*21.95

1£BL£

COLLEGIATE (ALVIN)

*55.95

PEN SETS

4 PEN SET

PROFESSIONAL(ALVIN)
$00 DC

->

SALE ENDS OCT. 3rd.

FMZEE
PAINT & WALLCOVERINGS

